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Understanding The Duty To Settle

• Arises from the language of the insurance policy.

• Duty extends only to covered claims.

• Duty requires insurer to give equal consideration to
insured’s interests and not put it own interests first.

• Extent of insurer’s obligation determined by policy
limits.

• Duty is “heightened” when there is a risk the insured
will be exposed to a judgment in excess of available
coverage limits.
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Knowing The Law

• Choice-of-law analysis – site of accident/occurrence
often not determinative.

• What are the applicable states/venues?

• Do not automatically assume place of
issuance/delivery for policy controls coverage
dispute.

• Do a separate choice-of-law analysis for bad faith, at
the outset.

• Get an understanding of what affirmative duties exist on the
insurer’s part and potential “pitfalls”.
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Assessing Settlement Opportunities

• Is there a “bad faith statute” or will common law
control?

• Determine standard for evaluating settlement
opportunities – Reasonably prudent insurer under
the circumstances.

• Determine whether a settlement demand is required
– example, Florida (no); Georgia (yes)

• Determine whether there is an affirmative obligation
to initiate settlement discussions – example, New
Jersey (yes); Arizona (yes, if excess exposure likely)
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Know Your “Local” Issues

• Pre-suit insurance disclosure statutes.
• What is the risk of not responding?

• Pre-suit or early litigation policy-limit demand
statutes (example O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1).

• What is the effect of not responding/accepting the
demand?

• What are your options relative to seeking more time/more
information?

• Common law governing policy limit demands.
• What constitutes a “valid” demand? (Stowers Demand)

• What deadline is “reasonable”.
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Primary Insurer’s Duty To Excess Insurer

• Primary insurer owes excess insurer same duty of
good faith owed to insured (minority rule).

• Even if no duty owed, excess insurer can recover
against primary insurer for damages caused by bad
faith failure- to-settle through equitable subrogation.

• Typically, “duty” requires primary insurer to settle a
claim within its policy limits, so as not to expose the
insured (or the excess insurer) to an excess
judgment.

• Duty ends with denial of coverage (not refusal to
pay).
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2. Breach of the Duty to Settle
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❑ Breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
❑ Common Law vs. Statutory Bad Faith

❑ Contract vs. Tort

❑ Denial of coverage

❑ Denial of defense

❑ Failure to effectively defend

❑ Delay

❑ Failure to settle within limits (i.e., breach of the duty to 
settle)
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Q. What is Excess Liability Bad Faith?

A. The failure to settle within policy limits, when 
liability is reasonably clear, and damages are likely 
to exceed the available limits of coverage.

Different jurisdictions use varying language, but all 
jurisdictions apply this essential construct.
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❑ Standard Generally: Did the insurer act reasonably?
❑ Timely

❑ Thorough

❑ Objective

❑ Follow claim guidelines / best practices
❑ Internal

❑ State mandated practices

❑ Equal consideration given to the interests of the insured
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Unfair Insurance Practices Acts / Statutory Bad Faith

❑ Virtually every state has an unfair insurance, 
business, or settlement practices act

❑ Insurers must follow the applicable regulations for 
the state in which the claim is being adjusted

❑ Examples from Model Act:
❑ Failure to acknowledge with reasonable promptness

❑ Not attempting in good faith to effectuate a prompt, fair, 
and equitable settlement 

❑ Compelling insureds to institute suit to obtain contract 
benefits
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❑ California Insurance Code § 790.03(h): 
❑ The following are hereby defined as unfair methods of competition and 

unfair and deceptive acts or practices in the business of insurance:
❑ Misrepresenting pertinent facts or policy provisions

❑ Failing to acknowledge and act reasonably promptly upon communications

❑ Failing to adopt and implement reasonable standards for the prompt investigation and 
processing of claims

❑ Failing to affirm or deny coverage within a reasonable time

❑ Not attempting in good faith to effectuate a prompt, fair, and equitable settlement of 
claims in which liability is reasonably clear

❑ Compelling insureds to institute litigation to recover amounts due under an insurance 
policy

❑ Failing to provide promptly a reasonable explanation of the basis relied on in the insurance 
policy, in relation to the facts or applicable law, for the denial of a claim or for the offer of 
a compromise settlement
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❑ Elements for breach of the duty to settle
❑ An opportunity arises to settle claim for reasonable amount
❑ Settlement opportunity must be within policy limits

❑ An offer that can be accepted within the bounds of the insurance 
contract

❑ Release of the insured

❑ Insurer unreasonably rejects settlement
❑ Is the amount of the demand/offer reasonable?

❑ Do other circumstances justify rejection of the demand?
❑ E.g., Time Limit Demands

❑ The claim is covered under the policy
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New York Bad Faith Jury Charge:
An insurer acts in bad faith when “it acted in gross disregard of [its insured’s] 
interests in reaching its decision.” NY PJI 4:67

Pavia Factors: 82 N.Y.2d 445, 605 N.Y.S.2d 208 (NY 1993)

❑ Probability of liability against the insured

❑ Probability that an adverse verdict would exceed the policy limits

❑ By how much

❑ Quality of the investigation

❑ What efforts were made at settlement

❑ What was the evaluation of defense counsel

❑ The relative financial risk in relation to the policy limits

❑ All of the facts and circumstances existing a the time the 
coverage/settlement decision was made
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California Bad Faith Jury Charge:
[Plaintiff] claims that [it] was harmed by [the insurance company’s] breach of
the obligation of good faith and fair dealing because [it] failed to accept a
reasonable settlement demand in a lawsuit against [Plaintiff]. To establish this
claim, [Plaintiff] must prove all of the following:

1. That [plaintiff in underlying case] brought a lawsuit against [Plaintiff] for a
claim that was covered by [the] insurance policy;

2. That [insurance company] failed to accept a reasonable settlement
demand for an amount within policy limits; and

3. That a monetary judgment was entered against [Plaintiff] for a sum greater
than the policy limits.
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California Bad Faith Jury Charge (cont.):

A settlement demand for an amount within policy limits is
reasonable if [the insurance company] knew or should have
known at the time the demand was rejected that the potential
judgment was likely to exceed the amount of the demand based
on [the underlying plaintiff’s] injuries or loss and [Plaintiff’s]
probable liability. However, the demand maybe unreasonable for
reasons other than the amount demanded.

CACI No. 2334. Bad Faith (Third Party)
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Breach of Duty: Issues

❑ Is an insurer obligated to make a settlement offer?
❑ Yes:

❑ Arizona, Kansas, West Virginia, Wisconsin all require offers without 
a demand

❑ “An insurance company cannot merely wait for a legally binding
offer to settle; it has a positive duty to take the initiative and
attempt to negotiate a settlement within the policy coverage.”
(Roehl Transp., Inc. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 2010 WI 49, ¶ 50, 325
Wis. 2d 56, 79, 784 N.W.2d 542, 554)

❑ Oregon, Florida when liability is clear and the injuries so serious
that a judgment in excess of policy limits is likely. (See e.g., Powell
v. Prudential, 584 So.2d 12 (Fla. 3DCA 1991))
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❑ No:

❑ California, Illinois, Texas, Washington do not impose a duty to
initiate settlement

❑ “there must be, at a minimum, some evidence either that the
injured party has communicated to the insurer an interest in
settlement, or some other circumstance demonstrating the insurer
knew that settlement within policy limits could feasibly be
negotiated. In the absence of such evidence, or evidence the
insurer by its conduct has actively foreclosed the possibility of
settlement, there is no opportunity to settle that an insurer may
be taxed with ignoring.” (Reid v. Mercury Ins. Co., 220 Cal. App. 4th
262 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 2013))

❑ “Consequently, an insurer's settlement duty is not activated until a
settlement demand within policy limits is made, and the terms of
the demand are such that an ordinarily prudent insurer would
accept.” (Rocor Int'l, Inc. v. Nat'l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh,
PA, 77 S.W.3d 253, 262 (Tex. 2002))
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❑ The other states
❑ All states require evidence of a lost opportunity to settle 

within limits

❑ Other times when an offer may be required
❑ When carrier is defending under a “burning limits” policy
❑ Costs and expenses incurred in defending the claim reduce the limits

otherwise available under the policy

❑ Depleting policy limits with a vigorous defense diminishes funds
available for settlement

❑ Must communicate with policyholder

❑ Quickly obtain budgets and case evaluations

❑ Permitting erosion of limits without attempting settlement may be an
independent basis for bad faith
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Breach of Duty: Issues (cont.)

❑ May the insurer consider coverage defenses when 
evaluating whether to accept a settlement?

❑ May the insurer insist on contribution from the 
insured as part of a settlement?

❑ Time Limit/Policy Limit Demands

❑ Responding to new evidence

❑ Duty to defend vs. duty to advance
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• Claim for the breach of the covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing – i.e., bad faith

• Extra-contractual – i.e., above policy limits –
damages, including:

• Amount of excess judgment

• Consequential damages

• Attorneys’ fees in pursuing claim

• Emotional distress

• Punitive damages 

• Statutory damages, e.g., Colorado’s C.R.S. § 10-3-1116(1)

Policyholder’s Remedies
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1. Settlement / consent judgment

2. Agreement not to execute other than insurance 
policies

3. Assignment of bad faith claim

4. Policyholder agrees to cooperate in recovery

5. Release

6. Case dismissed (where applicable)

Assignment
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Reducing Bad Faith Exposures – Settlement Demands

• Understand the governing legal framework – statute
or common law – and what are the requirements.

• Is there enough information to properly evaluate the
demand, and if not, what are your options?

• How to respond – accept; reject; mediate; litigate.

• Can you refuse to accept the demand based on a
priority of coverage dispute? Typically, no.

• If not, how to preserve rights against other insurers.
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Multiple Claimants, Insufficient Policy Limits

• Does your jurisdiction allow settlement of some, but
not all claims?

• If not, is there an affirmative obligation to identify potential
claimants? If not, do you want to do so any way?

• If yes, how long do you try to do a global settlement, before
settling certain claims?

• Is interpleading policy limits an option?

• Does you jurisdiction allow settlement on behalf of
some, but all insureds?

• Does it matter if there is other insurance available to the
insured?
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Communicating With The Insured (Pre-Demand)

• Advise of limited coverage available; potential
damages; and potential excess exposure.

• Advise of right to obtain own counsel, at own
expense, to advise as to coverage issues/excess
exposure.

• Advise of right to contribute own funds to
settlement.

• Advise to notify other insurers/request information
about other insurance.
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Communicating With The Insured (After Demand)

• Provide copy of the demand and all enclosures.

• Advise of deadline to respond and any non-monetary
requirements of the demand (i.e., affidavit of no
other insurance) and reason why insured needs to
respond/consequence of not responding.

• Advise of insurer’s plan of action – accept, reject, still
investigating.

• Advise of risk of excess exposure; right to retain
personal counsel; and right to contribute own funds
to settlement.
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Communicating With The Insured About ADR

• Explain the process to the insured.

• Advise insured of the reasons for participating (e.g.,
potential excess judgment).

• Advise of prior settlement negotiations and coverage
limitations.

• Advise of right for insured and its personal counsel to
attend.

• Advise of right to contribute own funds to settlement.

• Advise of outcome of mediation and likely next
actions.
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❑ Reducing Bad Faith Exposure
❑ Look for coverage

❑ Be proactive

❑ Be flexible to changed circumstances

❑ Take early steps to gather material information

❑ Make a timely decision and act on it
❑ Reasonably clear liability is not 100%; not definitive; not absolute

❑ Just more likely than not

❑ Make an offer without waiting for a demand

❑ Aggressively pursue risk transfer
❑ Additional Insured coverage

❑ Contractual indemnity

❑ Common law indemnity

❑ Subrogation 33



Excess Insurer’s Options To Reduce Potential Exposures

• Excess insurer entitled to both notice of claim and 
reporting/evaluation from primary insurer’s defense 
counsel.

• Right to have its own “monitoring” counsel, or have 
its counsel “associate” in the defense, without taking 
over.

• Right to request primary insurer tender its limits to 
excess insurer.
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Hammer Letters

What is a Hammer Letter?

(1) demand that primary insurer settle the claim or suit
within policy limits;

(2) warns that a failure to do so would leave the primary
insurer responsible to pay any judgment in excess of the
primary policy limits;

(3) Advises that, if the primary insurer does not settle
within its limits, the “hammering” party will take legal
action against the “hammered” insurer.
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What To Say In A Hammer Letter?

• Explain why the case should be settled within
primary limits (e.g., risk to the insured of an excess
judgment).

• Support position with facts (e.g., discovery reveals
the insured is likely liable and damages are likely to
exceed).

• Explain settlement opportunities and
actions/inactions by primary insurer.

• Try to get insured or personal counsel on board.
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Policyholder Option 1: Go to trial
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Insurer pays it

Policyholder has no personal 
liability / damages
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• Assuming plaintiff’s demand is within policy limits 
and otherwise reasonable…

• Policyholder should put in writing its own demand 
that insurer settle

• Explain risk of excess judgment

• Give insurer opportunity to negotiate settlement

• Seek consent to settle 

Policyholder Option 2: Settle
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• Policy hurdles to settlement without consent
• Voluntary Payment

Policyholder Option 2: Settle
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• Policy hurdles to settlement without consent
• Voluntary Payment

• Cooperation 

• Legal Action Against Us

Policyholder Option 2: Settle
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• Policy hurdles to settlement without consent
• Voluntary Payment

• Cooperation 

• Legal Action Against Us

Policyholder Option 2: Settle
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Third-Party Bad Faith Failure-To-Settle Claims

• Claimant or plaintiff pursuing the claim – either
directly or through an assignment from the insured.

• Settlements/limited releases between insureds and
claimants.

• Statutory: Georgia limited release statute. O.C.G.A. § 33-24-
41.1

• Common law: Griggs settlements (NJ) & Coblentz
agreements (FL)

• Settlement may breach policy conditions –
cooperation or non-assumption of liability.
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